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AT CANTERBURY UN IVERSITY, CHRISTCHURCH, 
NEW ZEA L A ND 
"The creation of natural hierarchical syst ems of 
organisms is base d on hierarchic combinative 
differentiation of characte rs, more precisely, of the 
systems of characte rs. None of the characters taken 
alone can s e r ve as a crite rion for the determination of 
the rank of a taxonomic category. Obj ective crit e ria 
exist for the species only, due to the pres enc e of 
continuous variability within the species and in its absence 
between the species. " 
(B. A. Wainstein, Zool. Zh. , Vol. 39 (1960) p. 1 778) 
1. 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The following systematic revisions of New Zealand 
taxa within the Arionacean subfamilies F l ammulininae Climo, 1969, 
Otoconchinae Cockerell, 1893 and Endodontinae Suter, 1913 
(family Endodontidae Pilsbry, 1894) are based on quantitative 
reappraisals of shell morphology and studi es on radular and 
soft-part morphology. 
The last major revision of these New Zealand pulmonate 
taxa was presented by Suter (1 913 ) i n h i s Manual of the New Zealand 
Mollusca, and illustra ted in h i s Atlas of Plates which appea red in 
1915. Suter' s work was, as were the great majority of earlier 
pulmonate systematic studies, based on studies of shell and radular 
morphology, and was the major contribution towards the erection 
of a systematic hierarchy which illustrated the indigenous nature 
of the New Zealand endodontid fauna . Systematic studies on 
Austr alian and New Zealand endodonti ds by the cont emporary 
worker T . Iredal e resulted in the replacement of Suter1 s hierarchy 
whi ch was influ e nced by th e earlier works of H. A. Pilsbry. 
Iredale' s higher classification of th e New Zealand endodontid 
fauna has been followed in Australia and New Zealand to the present 
day, but not without question. T he introductory paper in the series 
which comprises this thesis ela borat e s on, and shows that the 
doubts held about the I redalian higher syst ematics can be 
substantiated. 
I was influenced by stat ements made by Solem (195 9) to 
undertake an anatomical study of the New Z ealand representatives 
2. 
of the family Endodontidae Pilsbry, 1894. Sole m and oth er workers 
have mentioned that the distinction between Charopidae Iredale, 
1937 and Flammulinidae I redale, 1937 was artificia l . Solem also 
stated that to understand the generic relationships within the large, 
diverse group of molluscs which he classified in the redefined 
subfamily Endodontinae Suter, 1913 (Charopidae and Flammulinidae), 
anatomical studies would have to be undertaken. 
Having shown that the distinction between Charopidae and 
Flammulinidae was artificial (Part I), I th en proc eeded to system -
atically dissect all available New Zealand species within the redefined 
subfamily Endodontinae. The results of thes e dissections have 
provided information which enables the Endodontinae to be divided 
into two taxa: the subfamilies Endodontinae and Flarnmulininae 
Climo. Having established this higher syste1natic platform I then 
revised the existing taxa in light of the new anatomical d.:ita and 
information provided by studies in shell variation. Th e revisions 
as here presented are part of a long term study which will eventua lly 
result in a review of th e entir e New Zealand endodontid fauna. 
Lac k o f material and the time necessary to revise some genera 
in the Flammulininae, and the large punctid complex (Punctinae 
Morse, 1864) has made it impracticable to include a revision of 
these taxa in this thesis. 
METHODS 
I n preparation for dissection, animals were first drowned 
in tap water. When drowned, the a nima l is fully extended from 
3. 
the shell and as a consequence a ll ducts of internal organs are 
ext ended and easily separable. Dead snails were preserved in a 
mixture of 70% ethyl alcohol and five parts by vol ume of glycerine, 
the latter to prevent hardening of tissues. Before dissection, which 
was carried out while the animal was submerged in 70% ethyl alcohol, 
th e shell was crushed. The only dissection instruments used in the 
study were mounted entomological pins . 
Photographic equipment used was a P cntax camera with 
bellows unit and a reversed 35 mm lens. The object to be photo-
graphed was placed on an invert ed petri -dish which rested on a black 
velvet mat. Lighting was provided by a dual flash unit ; one flash 
set at 12 inches provided horizontal lighting, and ::i. nother set at about 
the same distance but 12 inches higher than the object, p rovid ed 
4. 
filling-in lighting. All photographs were taken on Ilf ord Pan F 
film (ASA 50), which was developed for 10 minutes in half-strength 
ID 11 at 20°c. Prints were made on grade 5 Ilford paper, using 
half-strength Afga 108, or Bromophen developers. All line block 
illustrations were drawn with the aid of a gridded eye -piece, with 
the exception of the radular teeth which were too small to occupy 
a useable portion of any available grid. 
Radulae were mounted immediately after removal from the 
buccal mass; organic matter clinging to the radular ribbon having 
fir st been removed by entomological pins. The radulae were 
mount ed in a liquid medium composed of glycerine and picric aci d, 
and the coverslip wa s sealed with "Cutex" nail polish. 
GENERAL L IST OF CONTENTS 
The pages in each section of this thesis are number ed 
separately and each section is clearly indicat ed by a projecting 
coloured card. The systematic sections of this study 
(Parts I - VII) each have their own title page and comprehensive 
list of contents. This list of contents is presente d to show the 
general lay-out of the topics covered in the study. Because of 
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(MOLLUSCA: PULMONATA ) 
IV A R evision of the genera Flammoconcha Dell, 1952 and 
Flammulina Martens, 187 3 : with Desc ription of a new 
endodontinid subgenus and a new flammulininid genus 
(Endodontidae Pilsbry) 
By F. M. Climo 
Domini on Museum, Wellington, New Zeal and 
ABSTRACT 
1. 
The genus Flammoconcha Dell, 1952 is expanded to include 
the relatively large, loosel y coiled, imperfor ate to narrowly 
perforate endodontinids resembling the flammulininid genus 
Flammulina Martens; Flammoconcha s . str. being retained at the 
subgeneric level for the original two spec i es with a cut - away shell 
base. A new subgenus,, Delloc oncha, is erected for the species 
which have a col umella and no base-aperture. A new flammulininid 
species, Protoflammulina johnsi, i s described and designated the 
type of the monotypic new genus Protoflammulina. Flammoconcha 
(F lam;noc oncha) marstoni, F . (Delloconcha) albina and F. (D.) 
viridula are described as new species. Flammulina sorenseni 
Powell, 1935 is shown to be a punctid and is transferred to the 
genus Lao ma Gray., 1850. Amphidoxa (Calymna) f eredayi var. 
glacialis Suter, 1891 is elevated to specific rank. 
INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper (Part III), I transferred Flammulina 
pilsbryi Suter, 1894 to the genus Charopa Albers, 1860, having 
synonymized it with Flammulina costulata pa rva Suter, 1909. 
2. 
A new genus, Flammocharopa, was erected for Amphi doxa 
costula t a Hutton., 1883 and Fatula bianca var. montana Suter, 1891. 
I n Part I of this series (Climo, 1969a) I stated that 
Flammulina Martens, as us ed in the New Zea land literature., was 
polyphyletic and concluded that it was composed of species from 
two different subfamilies. Some species had an epiphallus on the 
penis and were defined as belonging to the Endodontinae Suter, 1913, 
while others had no epiphallus and were defin ed as members of a new 
subfamily (Flammulininae Climo., 1969) . 
Interpretation of the systematic positions of species within 
Flammulina has been complicated by several factors : 
(i) there has been parallel shell reduction, development 
of similar tooth structure and developm ent of crisp 
r a dial riblets in two morphological lines; 
3. 
(ii) correlated with reduction in the number of shell whorls 
there has often been reduction in shell thickness which 
has revealed periostracal and calcite deposition patterns. 
These cross -hatched patterns, particularly evident in 
transmitted light, provide a tempting criterion for 
unification of a group of species. I have rejected the 
systematic importance of these patterns above the specific 
level because species from both subfamilies display them; 
(iii) closely related species can have different food preferences; 
some are carnivorous, the gut contents composed entirely 
of insect remains, and others are herbivorous, the guts 
containing detritus, fungi and higher plant remains; 
(iv) some species are rare and in the absenc e of preserved 
material it has not been possible to c heck their systematic 
positions by dissection. 
The distinction between Flammulina and Flammoconcha 
(Delloconcha) can only be resolved with certainty by anatomical 
studies. In Part I of this series I stated that in the absence of 
anatomical information it was not possible to place accurately the 
genus Flam.moconcha D ell within the Endodontidae Pilsbry, 1894. 
Since then, I have dissected spec imens of F . stewartensis Dell and 
4. 
F . cumberi (Powell), and in the l ight of the new anatomical 
information I here transfer Flammoconcha from its provisional 
placing in the F lammulininae, to the Endodontinae. The penis of 
both species is provided with a strong epiphallus. 
The species of Flammulina with an epiphallus are closely 
related to Flammoconcha and differ only in having l ess reduced 
shells. In Flammoconcha the base of the shell is reduced., the 
columella is lost and the aperture continues as a spiral opening to 
the protoconch. T o restrict Flammoconcha to F . cumberi and 
-----
F . stewartensis, and to erect a new genus for the flammulinids 
with an epiphallus would not show the close relationship that exists 
between the two groups of species. For that reason., the definition 
of Flammoconcha is expanded to include all species with an epiphallus, 
F lammoconcha s . str. being retained in its restricted sense a t the 
subgeneric level for the three (two described and one new ) species 
with cut - away shell base s . A new subgenus, Delloconcha, is erected 
for the species which have a c olumella. The subgenus is named after 
Dr R. K. Dell who has noted (Dell, 1955) that the genus Fla mmulina, 
as used i n New Zealand systematics, is polyphyletic . 
The protoconch sculpture of Flammulina jacguenetta (Hutton., 
1883 ) is s imilar to that of Flammoc one ha stewartensis a nd although 
the form er has not been dissected, it can be placed fairly safely in 
Delloconcha. The diagonally reticulat e protoconch surfaces of 
jacquenetta and stewartensis are unique among described New 
Zealand endodontinid pulmonates. 
The following described species are placed in the genus 
F lammulina Martens, 1873: Flammulina chiron (Gray, 1850); 
F . perdita (Hutton, 1883); F . crebriflammis (Pfeiffer, 18 53); 
F . zebra (L e Guillou, 1842}. In an earlier paper (Clim o 1 969a), 
5. 
I misinterpreted the thickened vas def erens within the penial sheath 
of perdita as an epiphallus and excluded it from the Flammulininae. 
Flammulina alpina Suter, 1904, F . lateaperta Dell, 1 955 
and F. cornea (Hutton, 1883) cannot be placed with certainty into 
either subfamily because their reproductive anatomy is not known. 
The above three species are placed in a separate incertae sedis 
section of this paper; no subfamilial position being given. 
A radula from one of the original specimens of Flam 11ulina 
sorenseni Pow ell, collected from Campbell Island, was mounted by 
the writer. The tooth structure of the species is unmistakably 
punctid and it is here transferred to the Punctinae Morse, 1864. 
When Part I of this series was written, Therasi ella Powell, 
1948 had not been dissected, and it was retained in the taxon 
previously called Flammulinidae. Dissection of two species has 
6. 
shown that Therasiella should be placed in the Endodontinae Suter, 
there being a strong epiphallus on the penis. The absence of a 
reticulating microsculpture has induced me to derive the genus 
from ancestors of the Flammoconcha and Gerontia lines (Fig. 1, A). 
A new monotypic flammulininid genus, Protoflammulina, 
is descdbed below fro1n the Snares Islands. It is a large shell 
(over 9 mm in diameter), radially ribbed, tightly coiled (5 whorls), 
flammulated by reddish - brown markings and has a strongly radially 
costate protoconch. The radula i s endodontid in structure and 
there is no epiphallus on the penis. It shows the same relationship 
to Flammulina as Gerontia Hutton,, 1883 does to Flammoconcha Dell; 
the radially costate protoconch being the only discordant feature. 
It is not closely related to any known New Zealand endodontid 
pulmonate but does resemble superficially the south -western Pacific 
genus Rhytidopsis Ancey, 1882. In the absence of preserved 
material of Rhytidopsis, the Snares Islands snail is designated as the 
type of a new genus; faunal linkage between the tropical Pacific and 
the Snares Islands appearing unlikely. 
A morphogenetic tree is provided (Fig. 1) which illustrates 
the relationships of genera and subgenera discussed to date. Fig. 1 
is not necessarily phylogenetic. 
Fig. 1 Morphological relationships in New Zealand 
Endodontidae Pilsbry. A, taxa within the 
subfamilies Otoconchinae Cockerell and 
Endodontinae Suter; B, subfamilial relationships; 
C, systematic positions of Ranfurlya Suter, 
Protoflammulina n. gen. and Flammulina Martens. 
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Family ENDODONTIDAE Pilsbry, 1894 
Subfamily PUNCTINAE Morse, 1864 
Genus Laoma Gray, 1850 
Type speci es : Bulimus ? (Laoma) leimonias Gray, 1850 
Laoma sorenseni (Powell, 1 955 ) 
Fig. 10, E; Plate 3, B. 
7. 
1955 Flammulina sorenseni Powell, Cape Expedition Series, 
Bull.1 5, D.S. I. R., \Vellington, p .1 22 
Shell small, depressed, widely umbilicate, tightly coiled, shining, 
smooth except fo r numerous very weak radial growth folds and 
obsolete spiral striae on the lower surface. Colour pale yellowish-
olive. Whorls 4!, including a low rounded smooth protoconch of 1 ~ 
whorls. Spire less than half height of aperture. Whorl outlines 
convex. Suture deeply impressed. Umbilicus about one-fifth 
diameter of base. 
Height 1. 25 mm; diameter 2. 7 mm (Holotype) . Modified 
from Powell, 1955, pp.1 22-1 23. 
Most specimens examined by the writer had very weak 
spiral striae on the lower surface; these are not mentioned in 
Pow ell t s diagnosis. 
8. 
Reproductive system characterized by an ovate penis with 
a very long, thin, tapering base; vas def er ens long and convoluted; 
atrium moderately long; peni s retractor muscle inserted in apex 
of penis. The reproductive system is described from dry 
specimens which were softened. The female part of the system 
was fused into one solid mass and it was not possible to determine 
the point of origin of the spermathecal duct. 
Radula with the formula 17+1+17; central tooth tricuspid, 
smaller than first 6 outer teeth, all cusps weak; all other teeth of 
radul a bicuspid, the first 6 - 7 larger than the others, with a larger 
inner cusp; cusps nearly equal in development on the outer teeth. 
Type material : Holotype and paratypes in Auckland War Memorial 
Museum. 
Type lor.ality: Campbell IRland (Cape Exped. > ,J. H. Sorensen). 
Remarks : In shell shape, sorenseni resembles some of the larger 
New Zealand mainland species of Paralaoma Iredale. 1913; it lacks, 
however, the sharp membranous riblets of Paralaoma. Until New 
Zealand representatives of the Punctinae are revised, sorenseni is 
probably best assigned to the genus Laoma Gray. It does not 
closely resemble any of the species in the laomid subgenera 
Phrixgnathus Hutton, 1883 or Taguahelix Powell, 1955. 
Material examined : Beneath rocks, bac k of beac h at Monument 
Ha rbour, Campbell Island (J. H. Sorensen 15/XI/45); 10 
specimens, Dominion Museum Collection M 32 75. 
Subfamily ENDODONTINAE Suter, 1913 
Genus Flammo c oncha D ell, 1952 
Type species : Helicarion (Pelopar ion) curnberi Pow ell, 194 1 
Sh ell minute to relatively large (2 . 4 -14. 0 mm), of few whorl s 
9. 
(2 - 4) , depressed, thin, unicoloured horny to light brown, auriform 
in Flanunoc o ncha s . str. , imperforate to narrowly perforate. 
Sh ell surface devoid of a raised sculpt ure pattern, with g rowth 
r idges, or with sharp, thin, arcuate membranous radial ribl ets; 
shell criss-crossed i n some spec ies by a series of internal or 
superficia l diagonal lines, strongl y dev eloped in Flammoconcha 
(Flammoconcha) a nd F . (D elloconcha) jac quenetta (Hutton) where 
the lines are developed as striae on th e shell surfac e; i nt e r stices 
of r adia lly ribbed spec i es with the a bove mention ed c riss -crossing 
lines, with fine secondary radials, or smooth; dev elopment of true 
spira l s triae in s om e s pecies,. Spire r a ised to so m e extent i n all 
species, s hell depressed in outlin e. Whorls 2 - 4> rapidly i n c reasing; 
periph ery rounded to kee l ed. Ap ertur e l a r ge, ovate or subrhomboidal. 
Colum e lla a bscnt in F lammoc one h a (F lam moc; uncha}, the a pert ur c 
e :-..i ending as a s piral opening (bas e -aperture) to the protoc onch. 
Penis with a strong epiphallus. 
Radula with a tricuspid central tooth, central cusp long, 
extending to or below basal plate, l ateral cusps weak; lateral 
1 o. 
teeth bi - or tricuspid .. the bicuspid condition resulting from 
suppression of the outer cusp, inner cusp becoming larger outwards; 
marginal teet h at first bi - and tricuspid, cusps directed obliquely 
inwards, central cusp longest; outer marginal s tri - and multicuspid, 
the multicuspid condition arising by division of the outer lateral 
cusp which is weak or absent on the lateral teeth and inner mar ginals; 
cusps on morginal teeth all fused to some extent at base. T he one 
exception to this tooth structure is F . laingi (Suter) which has 
bicuspid marginal teeth resulting from devel opment of the outer 
lateral cusp and suppression of the inner. 
Subgenus F l am:noconcha D ell, 19 52 
Type species : Heli carion (Peloparion) cumberi Powell, 1941 
Shell thin, auriform. horny brown in colour, with or without sparse, 
sharp, membranous, fragile, arcuate radial ribl ets; col umella 
absent, aperture extending as a spiral opening (base - aperture) to 
t he protoconch . 
Flammoconcha (Flam moconcha) cu1!1J>eri (Powell, 1941) 
Figs . 2.. C; 7. F; 9, F -G; 1 0.. D; 1 3, F . 
1 1. 
1941 Helicarion (Peloparion) cumberi Powell, Rec. Auckland Inst. 
Mus . , 2, (5), p . 262 . 
1952 Flammoconcha cumberi (Pwll. ) : Dell, Dom. Mus. Rec . Zool ... 
1 , (7), p . 65. 
Powell t s (1 941 ) diagnosi s adequately describes the shell 
and Dell (1 952) describes the radula. 
Shell small, depressed, auriform, hyaline, pale-yellow, 
gl ossy, radially ribbed, havi ng a widely open base -aperture \Vhich 
is narrowly membranous. 
H eight 1. 75 mm; major diameter 4 . 1 mm; minor diameter 
2 . 9 mm (Holotype). 
Reproduct i ve system character ized by an ovate penis .. tapering 
a t base and a very long vagina; retractor muscl e insert ed apically 
into penis, as i s epipha llus, th e latter about half length of peni s . 
T ype 1naterial : Auckl and War Memorial Museum. 
Type locality: Maruia Springs, L ewis Pass .. Nel son. 
Distri b ution and remarks: To date, the spec ies h a s only been 
recorded from Maruia Spri ngs .. Nelson (Type) and Balloon Hut, 
Mt Arthur Tableland, Nelson {Dell 26/I /48 ). I have dissected a 
juvenile specimen from the Goul and Downs, Nelson (Marston 27 /I/ 69). 
These records indicate that the species is widesprea d i n the mountai n 
block of nor th Nelson. 
Flammoconcha (Flam m oconcha) stewartensis Dell .. 1955 
Figs. 2, C; 7, G; 9, E; 10, C. 
1952 F laminoconc ha stewartensi s Dell, Dom. Mus. Rec . Zool., 
The specific diagnosis given by Dell (1952) adequately 
describes the shell. 
Shell very small, thin, fragile, auriform, golden yellow, 
largely external, of 2 -~ whorl s . 
12. 
H eight 1. 25 mm; major diameter 1. 95 mm; m inor diameter 
1. 4 m1n (Holotype) . 
Reproductive system characterized by a large ovate penis 
tapering at both ends, provided with an apical retractor muscle and 
subapical Ppiphallus, the latter about three-qu::i.rters of penis length; 
atrium short and wide; base of spermathecal duct swollen, the 
combined width of spermatheca and oviduct bases as wide or wid e r 
than penis. 
Radula with the fo r mula 8 - 9 + 5 - 6 + 1 + 5 - 6 + 8 - 9; central 
tooth tricuspid, central cusp reaching lower edge of basal plate, 
lateral cusps weak; inner l at eral teeth s imilar to centra l but 
asymmetrical, the inner lateral cusp larger than the outer; inner 
lateral cusp on lateral teeth increasing in size outwards, the out er 
lateral cusp decreasing in size; inner marginal teeth tricuspi d, or 
bicuspid by complete suppression of obsolete outer lateral cusp, 
cusps directP.cl ohliquely inwards and central cusp the la r gest; 
outer marginal teeth tri- or multicuspid, the three inner cusps 
fused i n one bl ock, the out e r 4th cusp, when present, separated 
a little apart from the larger inner three. 
Type material: Holotype in Dominion Museum, Wellington. 
Type locality: Ferny Gully, Halfmoon Bay, Stewart I sland. 
Distribution and re1narks: The speci es was described from a 
single specimen. I have examined a further two specimens from 
the type locality (M. L eighton private collection). A radula mount 
was made and the reproductive system described from a softened 
animal of one of the L eighton specimens. 
restricted to Stewart Island. 
The species appears to be 
The type specirnen is not a fully grown shell. Both specirn eus 
from the Leighton collection m easured 2. 4 mm in dia meter. 
Flammoconcha (Flammoconcha) marstoni n. sp. 
Figs. 2, C; 1 3, A -B. 
The species i::; most easily distinguished by cornpa rison with 
stewartensis. It differs from the describf~d species in having strong 
arcuate r iblets (mor e continuous than in curnberi), a much w eaker 
cross-hatched sculpture pattern and a spirally striate protoconch. 
Fig. 2. Species distribution m aps. A, Flammulina 
crebriflammis (Pfeiffer); Flammoconcha 
(Delloconc ha) compressivoluta (Reeve); B, 
? Flammulina cornea (Hutton); Flammoconcha 
(D elloconcha) olivacea (Suter); Flammulina 
zebra (Le Guillou); C, F lammoconcha 
(Flammoconcha) cumberi (Powell); F . (F.) 
stewartensis Dell; F. (F. ) marstoni n. sp. ; 
F . (Delloconcha) jacguenetta (Hutton); F •. (D.) 
a lbina n. sp. ; F. (D. ) glacialis (Suter). 
• Flammulina crebriflammis 
() f (Q) compressivoluta 
A 
0 ?C .ammu .na cornea 
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T ype material : Unique holo t ype (M 22464) i n Domini on Museum, 
Wellington. 
Type l ocal ity: Mt G reenla n d, N . Westland. 
Remarks : The sin gl e spec i men was collected by Mr J . Mar ston 
f r om under Dracophyllum bark i n the subalpine scrub zone, a n d i s 
named after th e discoverer. 
Subgenus Delloconcha n. subgen. 
Type speci es : H elix compressi voluta Reeve, 1852 
The subgenus comprises that group of flammoconchid species 
which have a columella . The a perture i s not extended as a spira l 
op ening around the shell base. 
Flammoconcha (Delloconcha} albina n. sp. 
---
Figs. 2, C; 8, A; 10, A-B; Table 1. 
Shell very small (diamet er 2. 4 mm), depressed, hyaline, pal e horny, 
imperforate, sparsely radially r ibbed. Sculpture consisti ng of 
sparse (RI 8 . 0 - 9 . 0), s harp, membranous, weakly arcuate radial 
riblets, weak below periphery; interstices with extremely fi ne 
secondary radials. Col our pale horny i n life., dead shells whitish. 
Whorls 3i, rapidl y expa nding; periphery and base rounded; protoconch 
of l ~ very weakly spi rally striat e whorl s . Spi re weakly raised, shell 
15. 
depressed in outline. Suture impress ed. A minutely perforate 
umbilicus is present in juveniles but older shell s a r e imper f orate. 
Ap erture large, ovate. 
Exposed c.nimal pure white except for gol den brown flecks 
on optic tentacles, around pulmonary opening and on mantle lip. 
R eproductive system char acteriz ed by a long, thin penis 
with apical r etractor musc l e and a short subapical epiphallus which 
proj ects at right-a ngl es to the axis of the p enis; s p ermathecal duc t 
inserted half-way between uterus a nd point of insertion of p e nis; 
atrium short and wid e. 
R adula wit h th e formul a 11 + 7 + 1 + 7 + 11; centra l tooth 
tricuspid, central c usp reaching t o low er edge of basal plate, l ateral 
c usps weak; lat eral teet h tricuspid, inner later al cusp increasing in 
size outwards , outer lateral cusp obsolet e on outer later a l s ; inner 
m a r ginal t eeth tri c uspid, the two inner cusp s the l a r gest; outer 
marginal t eeth low and wide, multicuspid, with up to s ix cu s ps , the 
two inner cusps always the largest. 
Type material : Holotype (M 22 473) and di ssect ed pa r atyp e in 
Dominion Mus eum, Wellington. 
Type locality : First clearing bel ow Cass Saddle Hut, Cass River, 
Canterbury. Under logs in open. Map ref er enc e: 
N. Z . M. S. 19, Sheet 5; L ong. 171°1 3 1 East; La t . 
43° 5 ' South. 
1 G. 
Distribution and remarks: F . alb ina has been recorded from the 
following areas: Cass River, 3, 000 - 3, 500 f ect, Canterbury (Type. 
Climo 27 / IIT. /67 ); Black Range, 4, 500 feet, Canterbury (K. & T . 
Climo 26/ III /67); Temple Basi n, 4, 400 feet, Arthur's Pass National 
Park, Westland (Climo 11/ III /67). 
The species is distinguished from th e closely related new 
species, viridula, by its lighter shell coloration, more sparse riblets, 
weaker striae on the protoconch, different foot col oration and different 
reproductive morphology. 
Flammoconcha (Delloconcha) compressi voluta (Reeve, 1852 ) 
Fig. 2, A; Plat e 2, B. 
1852 Helix cor.:!!.P-ressivoluta Reeve, Conch. Icon., 7, pl. 130, fig. 791. 
185 3 Helix omega Pfeiffer, Monog. Heliceorum viventium, 3 , p. :33. 
1873 Helix (Pa.!:.YJ?hanta) omega (Pfr.): Hector, Cat. L and Moll. N. z. , 
p . 4. 
187 8 Nanina (Par.YJ2!!anta ) omega (Pfr. ), Norn encl. Hel. Viv. , p . 3 5. 
1880 Patula omega (Pfr.): Hutton, Man. N . z. Moll., p . 10. 
1884 Amphidoxa com_pressivoluta (Rv e . ) : Hutton, Trans. N. z. Inst., 
1 6, p. 198. 
1886 Paryphanta omega (Pfr.) : Tryon, Man. Conch., (2), 1, p . 128 . 
1893 Flammulina compressivoluta (Rv e.): Hedley & Suter, Proc . Linn. 
-- - --
Soc . N. ~ W., (2), 7, p. 643. 
1 7. 
Shell relatively large (diameter 9. 5 m>:n), depressed, imperf orate, 
almost smooth, thin, shining, pellucid. Sculpture virtually absent, 
consisting of oblique, retractive growth striae which weakly crenulate 
the suture, and weak scratch-like spiral striae reticulated by 
exceedingl y fine diagonal lines; the reticulating microsculpture is 
p e r iostracal. Colour horny-brown. adnate portion of inner lip 
whitish. Periostracum thin and polished. Spire low, broadly 
convex. ·whorls 4, flatly convex, rapidly increasing; periphery 
acutely convex; base flatly rounded, impressed in middle. Suture 
impressed, false-margined . Aperture large, lunately oval, wider 
than high. Columella short, oblique, and arcuate. Inner lip slightly 
thickened, adnate in the umbilical region. 
Foot uniformly bluish - grey. 
Reproductive system characterized by a relatively large penis 
abruptly tapering at half its length, the basal portion about half the 
width of the upper portion; penis retractor muscle and epiphallus 
insert ed at apex of penis; atrium 7ery short; vagina short, bulbous; 
hermaphroditic duct rugose and thickened; ovotestis in two sections, 
eac h with 2 - 3 lobular subsections. 
Radula with the formula 20-21+ 10-11 + 1 + 10 -11 + 20-21; 
central tooth tricuspid, lateral cusps small but sharp; central cusp 
thin and reaching to lo·N er edge of basal plate; central tooth basal 
portion nearly same size as that of first lateral, but central cusp 
18. 
shorter and thinner; lateral teeth similar to central, tricuspid, inn er 
lateral cusp slightly larger than outer and gradually increasing in 
size outwards; marginal teeth tricuspid, central cusp largest, lateral 
cusps equally developed and about half the length of the central cusp. 
Type ma.terial: British Museum (Nat . Hist.) 
Type locality: New Zealand. 
Distribution and remarks: The species is r estricted to the south and 
south-east of the Nort h Island. The three most c losely related species 
are ? Flammulina cornea (Hutton, 1883) and the two South I sland 
species Fla mn1oconc ha ,jacquenetta (Hutton, 188 3) and l:i, . laingi 
(Suter, 1904 ). 
The marginal teeth of s_on1p_!'~..§_§ivoluta can b e int e rpreted as 
r epresenting an intermediate stage between the more typically 
strongly bicuspid condition with weak outer cusps, and th e vir tually 
unicuspid condition in laingi. 
Material examined : Ohakune , W ellington (Dom. Mus. Coll. 10/I/24 ); 
Kapiti Island (Dom. Mus. Coll. ICJ/XI/17) ; above Field Hut, Tararua 
Range, 3, 200 feet, Wellington (Holloway 4/XII/52); Wainuiomata Hill, 
Wellington (Clime & P onder 18/X/67); Days Bay, Wellington (Climo 
5/V/69); hills north o+· Ngaio, Wellington (Climo -/V/6 9). 
Figs . 4, B; 8, C; 9, A - B; Plat e 1, B; Table 1. 
1891 Amphidoxa (Calymna) fers-9-9-.Y!- Suter, Tr~!:!E· ~Z. I nst . , 2:~, p . 81. 
1893 Gerontia (Calymna) fererlayi (Suter): Pilsbry, Man. Cgnch. , (2). 
8, p . 74 . 
1893 F l am 11ulina (Ca!Y_mna ) fer~_dayi fereda.Yl- (Suter): Hedley & 
Suter, Proc . Linn. Soc. N . S. W., 
( 2) , 7, p . G 15. 
1 91 3 .b'lammuHna feredaJ1 feredayi (Suter), Man. N. Z . Mo]1_. , p. 677. 
Shell small (diam et e r 3. 5 mm), globoscly depressed, imp erforate, 
shining, pale ho::-ny, sharply costate, hyaline. Sculpture consisting 
of thin, inequidistant, arcuate mem~ranous radial riblets (RI 15. 5-21. 8), 
becoming obsolet e on base; interstices with weak rnicroscopic r e ticul-
ating diagonal striae. Colour uniformly p3.le horny. Spire lo·,v , 
broadly convex:. Whods up to 3L usually less, rapidly inc rea::;i.ng, 
ro11nded; periphery convex; base impressed in middle; protoconch of 
1 t - 1-} strongly spirally striate whorl s . Suture impressed. Ap 2rture 
large, oblique, ovat e . Columella short, arcuate. Shell imperforate. 
Exposed animal yellowish-grey with fine black squarish spots : 
surface of vise eral spire intensely mottled by various shades of brown 
with scattered black and white spots. 
Reproductive system characterized by a relatively large p cnis, 
with apical retractor muscle and subapical epiphallus ; epiphallus 
about three-quarters of p enis l ength and d irected do·Nnwards: insertion 
20. 
of spermathecal duct into female sysiem at O!" above half-way point. 
between junction of vagina and penis and junction of oviduct and vas 
deferens; atrium long and thin; ovotestis finely lobular and in two 
sections. 
Radul a with the formula 13-15 + 6 -7 + 1 + 6-7 + 13 -15; central 
tooth t ricuspid, central cusp nearly r eaching lower edge of basal platP., 
lateral cusps minute but sharp; lateral teeth tricuspid, the outer cusp 
minute, inner cusp becoming progressively larger outwards and 
eventually fusing with the larger central cusp at base; marginal teeth 
tricuspid and multicuspid, all cusps fused to some extent at base. 
Type material: Dominion Museum, Wellington. 
Type locality: Forty-mile Bush, Wellington. 
Distribution, variation and remarks: The species is widespread and 
has been recorded from the Hunua Range in the north of the North Island 
to Caswell Sound, Southland, in the s outh of the South Island. Th e 
species has been recorded from Stewart Island but it i s probable that 
specimens from this locality are a new flammulininid species. A 
snail resembling a large feredayi, from Ferny Cully, Halfmoon I3ay, 
Stewart Island, was dissected, It had no epiphallus on the penis and 
the radula was more typical of Flammulina than Flammoconcha. The 
Stewart I s land record for feredayi is not accepted at this stage. 
~ l. 
North I sland s p ecimens of feredayi ha ve ta ller spires and 
generally more whorls than South I sland specimens and in this res p ect 
closely resemble viridula n. sp . For a g iven numb er of shell whorls, 
howeve r, viridul a is smaller than f eredayi. Dissect ed s p ecimens of 
feredayi from Chateau Tongariro, North I sland had the same 
r eproductive morphology as Canterbury spec imens and were readily 
distinguisha ble f rom viridula in this r espect . F . f eredayi occ urs 
sympatrically with viridula in some Canterbury localities. 
F . f eredayi i s a carnivorous snail. Th e stomach c ontents of 
all s p eci mens di ssect ed w e r e composed entir ely of arthropod r emains. 
Material examined : Type mater ia l, Dominion Museum, Welli ngton; 
Chateau Tongariro, N . Wellington {Forst er 1 8 /XII / 48); east of 
Salisbury Hut, Mt Arthur T ableland, Nelson (Ma r ston 10/ I/6 7); 
Middle Waipara Gorge, Canterbury {Climo 6/IV/ 68); Ashley Gorge, 
Canterbury (Climo 30/VIII/67); Kowai Bush, Canterbury (Climo 21/ IV/68 ); 
Cass, Canterbury (Climo 25/ III / 67); Arth ur ' s Pass, Canterbury 
(Climo 3 I XJ.I/ 67); Hooker Hut, 3, 700 feet, Hooker Va lley, Canter bury 
(Clin10 16/XI/ 68 ). 
Flammoconcha (Delloc oncha) glacialis {Suter, 1891) 
Figs . 2, C; 8, B; 9, D; Plate 1, C; Tabl e 1. 
1891 Amphidoxa (Calymna) f eredayi var . glacialis Sut er, Tra ns. N. Z . 
I nst., 23, p. 92 . 
22. 
1893 Flammulina (Ca lymna) feredayi glacialis (Suter): Hedley & 
Suter, Proc. Linn. Soc . N. S. W. , 
( 2), 7, p. 645. 
191 3 Flammulina feredayi glacialis (Suter), Man. N. Z . Moll., p. 678. 
Shell small (diameter 3. 5 mm), globosely depressed, imperforate, 
silky, fragile, hyaline, fi nel y radia lly co state. Sculpture consisting 
of extremely fine, close, arcuate radial riblets (RI 46 . 9 -56. 3), 
continuing onto base; interstices with weak diagonal intersecting striae, 
clearly visibl e only on dry shells. Spir e usually weakly convex but 
more strongly so in old specimens wher e the body whorl is descending. 
Whorls 3t, rapidly expanding, rounded; base with a depression in the 
centre; protoconch of 1} spirally striate whorls. Suture impressed. 
Aperture oblique, rotundly lunate. Shell imperforate. 
External animal uniformly dark grey; visceral spire pigmented 
as in f eredayi. 
R eproductive system characterized by a thin cylindrical p enis 
with apical retractor muscle; epiphallus thin, nearly as long as p enis 
and inserted in upper quarter of organ; atrium and vagina thick and 
short. 
Radula with the formula 15 + 9 + 1 + 9 + 1 5; central tooth 
tricuspid, central cusp reaching l ow er edge of basal plate, lateral 
cusps sharp and moderately developed; lateral teeth t ricuspid, th e 
inner lateral cusp larger than the outer and increasing in size outwards, 
23 . 
outer lateral cusp becoming obsolete outwards and disappearing on 
outer laterals; inner margi nal teeth bicuspid, the cusps fused at base 
and di rected obliquely i nwards; outer marginal teeth multicuspid, 
all cusps fused at base. 
Type material : Dominion Museum, W ellington. 
Type locality ~ Hooker VallPy, Canterbury. 
Distribution and remarks : Suter recor ded th e speci es from the 
Hooker Valley, Canterbury only . In addition to specimens collected 
from 3, 700 feet in the Hooker Valley, I have collected a single specimen 
from the 110-mile ' , Lake Wakatipu, Otago, and have examined two 
speci mens from the Mataura Range, Southland. The species appear s 
to be restricted to i solated pockets in the South I sl and, but this 
distribution pattern may be the result of inadequate collecting. 
F . glacialis is not commonly found in litter and this may expla in its 
apparent rarity. All spec i mens collected by the writer wer e living in 
small cavities under stabl e scree, in open ar eas . 
The stomach contents of Hooker Valley spec imens were composed 
entirely of plant remains; unli ke feredayi, g l acialis appears to be a 
herbivore. 
Material examined : Type material , Dominion Museum, W ellington; 
Mataura Range, Southland (Cresswell 27/XII/67 ); 110-mile' , Lake 
Wakatipu, Otago (Climo 12/ IV/68 ); vicinity of Hooker Hut, 3, 700 feet , 
Hooker Valley, Canterbury (Climo 1 6/XJ./68). 
Flammoconcha (Delloconcha) jacguenetta (Hutton, 188 3) 
Fig. 2, C; Plate 2, A. 
24. 
1883 Amphidoxa jacquenetta Hutton, N. Z . Jour. Sci., 1, p. 476. 
1893 Gerontia (Calymna) jacguenetta (Hutt.): Pilsbry , Man. Conch., 
(2), 8, p . 76. 
1893 Flammulina jacguenetta (Hutt.): Hedley & Suter, Proc. Linn. Soc . 
N.S. W., (2), 7, p.643. 
Shell relatively large (diameter 8 . 0 mm), narrowly perforate, 
juveniles flattened and keeled, older shells depressed, and angled at 
periphery, thin and fragile. Sculpture consisting of delicate growth 
striae and faint, distant, shallow spiral striae; whole shell surface 
diagonally reticulated by fine scratch-like striae. Colour pale brown. 
Spire flat in juveniles (as in type), weakly convex in older specilnens . 
Whorls 3t rapidly expanding; periphery keeled in juveniles, angled 
in older specimens; base rounded. Aperture large, subrhomboidal. 
Columella oblique, arcuate. Umbilicus narrowly perforate, nearly 
covered by reflection of inner lip. 
Animal incapable of withdrawing completely into shell; mantle 
broadly reflexed over shell margin; eye peduncles short and stout, 
separated at their bases; exposed animal orange-yellow, the upper 
sides marbled with black; oculiferous and lower tentacles black. Other 
details of soft - part morphology unknown. 
25 . 
Radula with the formula 28 + 1 + 28, laterals about nine; 
central tooth tricuspid; lateral teeth tricuspid, the out e r lateral 
cusp becoming smaller outwards; marginal teeth at first bicuspid 
then b ecoming multicuspid. 
Type material : Canterbury Museum, Christchurch. 
Type locality: Greymouth, N. Westland. 
Distribution and remarks : The species has been collected from the 
follow ing localities: Greymouth (Type); Oparara, near Karamea, 
Nelson (O ' Connor 1949); Karamea Bluff, Nelson (Climo - /X/6 7); 
Bainham, Nelson (O ' Connor -/XI/ 46 ). 
F. jacquenetta is superficially similar to F . compressivoluta 
but differs in having fewer whorls, a more angled periphery, different 
microsculpture, a different foot coloration and in lacking an adnate 
inne r lip. 
Flammoconcha (D elloconcha ) laingi (Suter, 1905) 
Figs. 4, A; 8, F; 11, A-B; 13., C; Plate 2, C. 
1905 Flammulina (Thalassohelix) laingi Suter, J . Malac . , 12, p . 19. 
191 3 Thalassohelix l a i n gi (Suter), Man. N. Z. Moll., p. 630. 
Shell relatively large (diameter 14. 0 mm), globos e ly depressed, 
semi -transparent, smooth, imp erforate, Sculpture consisting of fine 
growth ridges crossed by spiral striae. Colour horny brown, adnatc 
inner lip white. Periostracum thin and shining. Spire weakly c onv e x. 
26 . 
Whorls 4, the last rapidly expanding, flatly convex; periphery 
rounded; base impressed in centre. Suture impressed, irregularly 
crenulated by the growth ridges. Protoconch of 1 t spirally striate 
whorls, the striae crossing radial growth fol ds. Aperture oblique, 
broadly lunately oval. Shell imp erforate, inner lip adnate, covering 
the umbilical region in a broad white callus. 
Reproductive system characterized by a large cylindrical 
penis, tapering slowly towards base, lower three - quarters of organ 
with numer-ous circumferential rugosities; penis retractor muscle 
inserted in apex of organ; epiphallus as long as penis but rather 
ill - defined, inserted near base of r etractor muscle; vagina about half 
as long as penis, thin; spermathecal duct swollen at base; hermaphroditic 
duct greatly thickened; apical reproductive structures telescoped, 
albumen gland, uterus and prostatic gland closely fused. 
Radula with the formula 28 + 7 + 1 + 7 + 28; central tooth 
tricuspid, central cusp reaching lower edge of basal plate, lateral 
cusps minute but sharp; lateral teeth similar to central, tricuspid; 
marginal teeth bicuspid, the inner cusp having been lost, the central 
cusp large, the outer cusp minute, sharp and curved. 
Type material: Dominion Museum, Wellington. 
Typ e locality: Longwood Range, near Otautau, Southland. 
Distribution and r emarks : Th e speci es appears to be restricted to 
the Longwood Ran ge area of Southland, inland from Te Wae Wae Bay. 
I have examined a large series of specimens from Blue Cliffs, 
T e Wae Wae, Southland (Marston 3/ I /68). 
Flammoconcha (Delloconcha) olivacea (Suter, 1892) 
Figs. 2, B; 7, E;; 11, E; Plate 3, C. 
27. 
1892 Amphidoxa (Calymna) olivacea Suter, Trans. N. z. Inst., 24, p . 290. 
1892 Gerontia (Calymna) oliva.cea (Suter): Pilsbry, Man. Conch., (2), 
8, p . 75. 
1893 Flammulina (Calymna) 9livacea (Suter): Hedley & Suter, Proc. 
Linn. Soc . N. S. W. , (2), 7, p . 645. 
1913 Flammulina olivacea (Suter), Man. N. Z. Moll., p.679. 
Shell small (diameter 5. 0 mm), globosely depressed, narrowly 
perforated, thin and shining, :radially costate. Sculpture consisting 
of close, membranous, arcuate radial riblets, crossed on the upper 
surface by a few, wide, distinct spiral grooves. Spire slightly 
elevated, shell depressed in outline. Colour uniformly yellow -olive. 
Periostracum thin and shining. Whorls 3, rapidly expanding, convex, 
the last weakly flattened above; p e riphery rounded; base rounded, 
deeply impressed in umbilical area; protoconch of 1 t smooth to 
weakly spirally striate whorls. Suture deep. Aperture oblique, 
rotundly ovate. Columella nearly vertical, weakly arcuate; inne r lip 
thin and sharp, not r efl exed . Umbilical perforation very narrow, 
shallow. 
Exposed animal yellowish-white with sparse light grey 
smudges. 
28. 
Reproductive system characteri zed by a very large epiphallus, 
longer than penis; epiphallus subapically inserted, with a rosette of 
leaf-like markings at its apex; penis ovate, tapering at base, with a 
small appendage near base of epiphallus (not homologous with the 
appendiculum in Flammocharopa Climo); a penis retractor muscle 
could not be detected in the specimen dissected; base of spermathecal 
duct bulbous; ovotestis in two lobulate sections. 
Radula with the formula 17-18 + 8-9 + 1 + 8-9 + 17-18; central 
tooth tricuspid, slightly smaller than first lateral tooth, central cusp 
l ong, reaching base of basal plate, lateral cusps moderately developed; 
lateral teeth tricuspid, inner lateral cusp progressively increasing in 
size outwards, outer lateral cusp about same size along teeth: inner 
marginal teeth tricuspid, outer l at eral cusp gradually increasing in 
size outwards; outer marginal teeth with 3 - 5 cusps, the 2 inner cusps 
the largest, all cusps fused to some extent at base. 
Type material: Dominion Museum, Wellington. 
Type locality: Hillyer's Creek, Auckl and. 
Distribution and remarks : To my knowledge, the species has been 
collected from: Hillyer1 s Creek, Auckland (Typ e); Kaimai Range, 
Auckland (01 Connor Coll.); Mangamuka Gorge, Northl and (Climo 
1/VI 68). The species is apparently rare, as Suter (1013, p. 679) 
m entions, only one speci men having been collected from each of 
th e last two localities mentioned above. 
29. 
The small appendage on the apex of th e peni s i s not 
structurally homologous with that occurring in Flammocharopa 
Clime. In F . olivacea the a ppendage i s a sac-like extension of the 
p enia l s h eath; in F l a m mocharopa , a stal k ed s tructure with a diffuse 
globul a r tip, separated f rom the penial sheath. 
F lammoconcha (Delloconcha) viri dula n. sp. 
F igs. 4, A; 8, D; 9, C; Plate 1, A; T able 1. 
Shell small (diameter 2. 8 mm), gl obosely depr essed, imperf orat e, 
shining, horny-bronze with a greenish hue, s ha rply and sparsely 
costate. Sc ulpture consi sting of thin, rais ed, inequidistant, arcuate, 
m embranous radial ribl ets (RI 11. 5 - 14. 6), becoming obsol ete on 
base; inters t ices nea r ly smooth, with very faint reticulating 
di agonal lines. Colour horny - br onz e with a gr eenish hue, shining. 
Spire raised, shell depressed in outline, protcconch bulbous. Whorl s 
3i, rapidly expandi ng, rounded; periph er y convex; base impressed in 
m iddl e; protoconch of 1 t spirally striate whor l s . Suture i m pressed. 
Ap e rture large, oblique, ovate. Columella short, arc uate. Shell 
imperf orat e. 
Exposed animal dark grey, with bl ack, squa r ish spots; sur fac e 
of visc eral s pir e pigm e nted as in f eredayi. 
30. 
Reproductive system similar to that of feredayi except t hat 
the spermathecal duct a rises in the c rotch of the " V" formed bet ween 
t he penis a nd the r est of the r eproductive syste m, a nd not half-way 
betw een p enis and uterus. 
R adula with the formula 1 3-1 5 + 6 -7 + 1 + 6 -7 + 1 3 - 15; teeth 
similar to those of feredayi, except the cent r a l tooth which differs 
slightly in b e ing rela tively thinner a nd in having a different a pic al 
contour. 
T ype material : Holoty p e (M 224 76) and 3 para types (M 224 77) i n 
Dominion Museum, V.j ellington. 
Type locality: Arthur' s Pass, Canterbury, 2, 000 - 2, 500 feet . 
Distribution and remarks : The writer has anatomically confirmed 
records of th e s p eci es from: A rthur's Pass, Canterbury (Typ e ); 
Ashley Gor ge, Canterbury (Climo 30 I VIII / 67); Kowai Bush, Canterbury 
(Climo 21/ IV/68 ). A shell only has been examined fr om Kararnea, 
Nel son (Marston 7 /I/ 67). 
Where the two species occur sympat rically, viridula a lways has 
a lower RI t han fe redayi. Thi s feature, in conjunction with a more 
tightly coiled shell and darker foot coloration, make the speci es easily 
separable; th e cliff erent foot colorations being a rule of thumb 
id entifi cation for individual specimens. 
Fig. 3 New Zealand species of Flammoconcha Dell. 
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MORPHOLOG :CAL RELAT IONSHIPS IN 
NEW :'.EALAND SPECIES OF 
FLAMMOCONCHA DELL 
Key to New Zealand species of Flammoconcha Dell, 1952 
Base of shell cut away 
Base of shell entire 
1. Subgenus F lammoconcha Dell, 1952 
Shell very small (diameter 2. 0 mm); radially ribbed 
31. 
1 
2 
. . . . . marstoni n. sp. 
Shell very small (diameter 2. 4 mm); not radially ribbed 
stewartensis 
Shell small (diameter 4. 1 mm); radially ribbed 
cumberi 
2. Subgenus Delloconcha n. subgen. 
Shell relatively large, diameter greater than 6. 2 mm . • . 3 
Shell small, diameter 5 mm or less 
3. Shell 13. 0 -15. 0 mm in diameter, imperf orate, with fine 
growth ridges crossed by spiral striae, inner l ip adnate, 
restrict ed to extreme south-west of South Island 
laingi 
Shell 6 . 2 - 9. 5 rnrn in dian1eter 
4. Shell diameter 8. 0 mm, imperf orate but inner lip not 
adnate, whole surface including protoconch diagonally 
reticulat ed by fine striae, sparse true spiral striae 
also present on body whorl; r estricted to north-west of 
South Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . jacquenetta 
6 
4 
Protoconch surface not diagonally reticulated by stri ae; 
restricted to North I sland . .. . .•.. 
5. Shell diameter 9. 5 mm, inner lip adnate, sculpture 
consisting of growth ridges which crenulate the false-
margined suture, and exceedi ngly fine scratch-like 
diagonal reticulating striae; restricted to south and 
32 . 
5 
south-east of North Island . . . . . . . . . . . compressivoluta 
Shell diameter 6. 3 mm, suture not false - margined or 
crenulated; restricted to Auckland area of Nor th I s land 
cornea 
6. Shell diamet e r 5 mm, narrowly perforate, of 3 whorl s , 
spirally marked by a few distant spiral striae, radial 
sculpture consisting of close arcuate radial ribl ets; 
restricted to north of North Island ...•.. olivacea 
Diameter less than 4. 0 mm, shell imperf orate . . . . . . 7 
7. Shell 2. 4 mm in diameter, pal e horny to white in colour, 
with sparse arcuate membranous radial riblets, 
interstices with very fine secondary radials; restricted 
to alpine regions of central Cant e rbury · · · . albina n. sp. 
Interstitial sculpture consisting of exc eedingly fine 
diagonal reticulating striae . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
8. Shell diameter 3. 5 mm, sculptur e consisting of very fine, 
c lose arcuate radial riblets (RI 45. 0 - 60 . O); r e stricted 
to South Island, south of Hooker Valley . . . glacialis 
8 
Shell 3. 0 - 3. 5 mm in diamet er, RI l ess tha n 22 . O . 
9. Sh ell 3. 0 mm in dia meter, wi th s pa r se arc uate 
membranous radial ribl et s (RI 11. 5 - 1 4. 6 ); col our 
horny -bronze with a gre enish hue; protoconch 
bulbous; restricted to alpine a r eas from central 
Canterbury t o southern Nel son ........ viridul a n . s p. 
Shell 3. 5 mm in diam ete r , with sparse a r c uate 
membranous radial riblets (RI 1 5. 5 - 21. 8); c olour 
horny brown; protoconch not bulbous; widespr ead in 
North and South Islands . . • . . . • . . .•• f eredayi 
Subfamily FLAMMULININAE Climo, 1969 
G e nus P rotoflam m ulina n. gen. 
Type species : P rotoflammulina johnsi n. sp. 
') ') 
·) ,) . 
9 
Shell r el atively large (diamet er 8 - 10 mm), tightly coiled, radially 
r ibb ed, umbilicate, fla mmulated by reddish-brown markings. 
Sc ulpture c onsisting of sharp, elevated radial r i bl ets; intersti ces 
with fin e secondar y radi als but ret i e ulati ng s pira l sculpture absenL; 
deep, spar se, pa ir s of spir al striae present on all post - nuclear whorls; 
protoconch strongl y radially costate. 
Reproduct ive system dimorphic, a penis pres ent in some forms, 
absent in other s; no epiphallus on p enis. 
34 . 
Radul a similar to that of Flammulina Martens, the 
majority of the marginal teeth tricuspid; outer 3 or 4 marginal 
teeth with a 4th minute outer cusp. 
Protoflammulina johnsi n. sp. 
Figs. 8, G; 12, A-B; P l ate 4. 
Shell relatively large (diameter up to 10 mm), juveniles weakly 
discoidal, adults subdiscoidal, umbilicat e, strongly radially costate, 
flammulated by dark r eddish - brown markings. Sculpture consisting 
of sharp, raised, equidistant, arcuate radial ribl ets (RI 8. 6 - 1 O. 0), 
flexuous on base; interstices with 6 - 10 rounded secondary radials; 
whole shell surface marked by sparse, deep, spiral striae, usua lly 
appearing as striae-pairs on the body whorl but more crowded arrl ;1ot 
obviously paired on apical whorls. Col our light brown, flammulated 
by broad, reddish - brown zig - zag markings, equally strong o n upper 
and lower surfaces. Spire weakly sunken in juveniles, flat or very 
weakly c onvex in adults. Whorls 5}, at first slowly, then more rapidly 
expanding; body whorl width at aperture about one - third of maximum 
-
diameter; p eriphery obtusely rounded; base flatly convex; protoconch 
of 1} strongly radially costate whorl s , interstices with strong spiral 
striae. Suture deep ly impressed. Aperture large, subrhomboidal. 
Columella short, oblique; inner lip thickened within, slightly reflexed 
35. 
over edge of umbilicus. Parietal wall of apert ure cover ed by a 
finely granular white callus through which the brown zig - zags are 
c l early visible . Umbilicus open. moderately wide (UI 5. 3 -6. 0). 
Reproductive system unique within the Endodonti dae Pilsbr y, 
in b eing dim orphic . Some specimens have a large penis with an 
apical retractor muscle, the vas deferens a l so apically inse rt ed, 
while others have no p en.is, the vas deferens ent ering directly i nto 
the atrium. Apart from the above g ross str uctural diff er ence th e 
r est of th e reproduct ive system i n both ' structural types ' is the same 
and is d escri bed below : base of sp e rmathecal duct thickened and 
covered by a dense mat of muscle fibr es, as is the atrium, oviduct 
and vagi na; spermatheca large, heart -shaped; prostatic gland 
constructed of numerous finger-like proj ections; uterus sac -like, 
surfac e area increased by fol ds; albumen J?;l and a rath e r diffuse organ 
composed of many fine finger -like projections; hermaphroditic duct 
long and thickened, bifurcating at tip just before entering the two 
lobula r sections of the ovotestis (sperm and ova are present in the 
gonads of both ' structural types' . } 
E>..1:crno.l a nimal light g r ey, with s mudges of darker g r ey on 
the upp e r surface; v i sceral spire greyish (preserved specimens} . 
Radula with the formula 20 - 21 +7+1 + 7 + 20 -2 1; central 
tooth tricuspid, central cusp reaching base of wide basal plate, late r al 
cusps moderat ely devel oped; lateral teeth tricuspid, inner l ateral 
36. 
cusp progressively increasing in size outwards, outer lateral cusp 
becoming smaller in the same direction; majority of marginal teeth 
tricuspid, with two large inner cusps, fused at base and directed 
obliquely inwards, and a small outer cusp; outer 3 - 4 marginal teeth 
with an extra minute cusp on t h e outer edge of the teeth. 
Jaw arcuate, composed of 45 - 50 thin, fused, microscopically 
papillate plates . 
Type material: Holotype (M 22453) and 5 paratypes (M 22454) in 
Dominion Museum, Wellington; 2 paratypes in each 
of Canterbury and Auckland Museums. 
Type locality: West Ridge, :Snares Islands; under Olearia logs 
(P. M. Johns 26/I/67). 
Remarks: To date, this new genus has been recorded only from the 
Snares Islands. No other endodontid snails from the other subantarctic 
islando, Stewart Island or the New Zealand mainland have been 
described which closely resernble Protoflammulina. 
The dimorphism in reproductive morphology is a puzzling 
phenomenon. If this were correlated with differences in shell and 
radular morphology I would have no hesitation in describing two species 
from the Snares Islands. The one gross difference in reproductive 
morphology, however, is the only distinguishing character between 
otherwise identical animals. Five of eight specimens dissected had 
37. 
no penis, the other three displayed the usual hermaphroditic condition. 
Breeding experiments would have to be carried out in this case to 
determine whether the two 'structural types 1 were reproductively 
isolated. At present, P. johnsi is interpreted as one dimorphic 
species. Owing to lack of material it has not been possible to 
evaluate the situation further. 
Genus Flammulina Martens, 1873 
Type species : Vitrina zebra Le Guillou, 1842 
Amphidoxa of New Zeal and authors; not of Albers, 
1850. Calymna Hutton , 1884; not of Hubner, 1816. 
Th e follow i ng generic diagnosis is 1nodified from that cited by Suter 
(1 913, p. 671): Shell narrowly umbilicate. or imperf orate, depressed, 
thin, fragile, subpellucid, composed of a few rapidly widening wh orl s , 
which are either smooth and glossy or radially ribbed; aperture large> 
rotundly lunate; inner lip thin, simple, slightly expanded at the 
columellar insertion; colour pale horny, shining bronze with faint 
darke r radial streaks, or strongl y flammulated by reddish-brown 
markings . 
Jav: arcuat e, compos ed of numerous, thin, interlocking, 
mic roscopically papillat e plat e s . 
Radula \rith a tricuspi d central tooth, the central cusp long, 
reaching bas e of basal p la te, lateral c usps small; lat e ral t eeth similar 
38. 
to central but the inner lateral cusp is larger; marginal teeth 
usually tricuspid, the two inner cusps the largest, fused at base 
and projecting obliquely inwards; third, outer cusp, minute; ther e 
is sometimes a fourth minute cusp on the out er edge of the outer 
marginal teeth; cusps on outer marginal teeth fused to some extent. 
Penis lacking an epiphallus. 
Flammulina chiron (Gray, 1850) 
Figs. 4, A; 7, B; Plate 5, A. 
1850 Zonites chiron Gray, Proc . Zool. Soc. Lond. , p . 166. 
18 53 Helix chiron (G ray) : Pfeiffer, Monog. Heliceorum viventium, 
3, p.194. 
1873 Helix (Paryphanta) chiron (Gray): Hector, Cat. Land Moll. 
N. Z., p. 1 O. 
1878 Nanina {Paryphanta) chiron (G ray): Pfeiffer, Nomencl. Hel. 
Viv., p . 35. 
1880 Paryphanta chiron (Gray): Hutton, Man. N. z. Moll., p. 23 . 
1884 Amphidoxa chiron (Gray): Hutton, Trans. N. Z . Inst., 16, p . 199. 
1886 Eloea chiron (Gray): Tryon, Man. Conch., (2), 1, p . 129. 
1893 Flammulina chi ron (Gray): Hedley & Suter, Proc. Linn. Soc . 
N.S. W ., (2), 7, p . 6 44. 
Shell small (diameter 6. 0 min), umbilicate, radially ribbed, 
shining, thin and fragile. pellucid. Sculpture consisting of 
elevated, thin, membranous arcuate radial riblets (RI 5 . 0-6 . O); 
interstices with a few weak secondary radials, and rarely, 
indistinct spiral striae. Colour olive-horny, occasionally with 
faint light brown simpl e zig-za g lines following the direction of the 
riblets; periostracum thin, t ransparent, glossy. Spire weakly 
elevated, nearly flat . Whorls 3 ~ , rather convex, rapidl y increasing; 
periphery rounded; base convex; protoconch of 1-1 } smooth convex 
whorl s . Suture deeply impressed. Aperture large, slightly 
oblique , rot undly lunate. Peristom e separated from the last whorl 
by a slight incision, the beginning of the nearly canaliculate suture. 
Columella vertical, arcuate; inner lip r eflexed above. Um bilicus 
moderat ely wide (UI 2 . 8-3. 5). 
Exposed animal bluish-black, the sol e and lateral margins 
of the foot bluish - whit e ; vise eral spire predominantly sooty-black 
merging into bluish -black in places, with occasional lighter spots. 
Reproductive system characterized by a short ovate p e nis 
with terminal epiphallus and terminal insertion of vas defer ens 
(illustration in Climo, 19 G9a, Fig.1, D) . 
Radula with th e form 1.ila 1'.2 -16 + 5 -G + 1 +5 -G+12 - lG; 
central t ooth tricuspid, s mall er than first l a teral tooth, with a lon g 
40. 
c ent~al cusp reaching base of basal plate, and two weak lateral 
cusps; lateral te.eth tricuspid, inner lateral cusp progressively 
increasing in size outwards, outer lateral cusp about same size 
throughout lateral tooth series; marginal teeth tricuspid; inner 
marginals with two large inn.er cusps, fused at base and po~nting 
obliquely inwards, the outer cusp small but sharp; outer marginal 
teeth tricuspid the cusp s progressively fusing into one mass outwards. 
Jaw arcuate, composed of 54 - 56 thin, fused, m icroscopically 
papillate plates. 
Type mate£!&: British Museum (Nat. Hist.) 
~e locality : Auckland, North Island 
Distribution and remarks: The writer ha:.s examined several _.;:;~;;;_;;;.;.~~---~---
specimens of chiron from Jackson Head .. S. Westland which agree 
in both radular and shell characteristics with the original diagnosis , 
based on North Island material. F. chiron has not been recorded 
from any other South Island locality. The specie.s is widesprea d in 
the North Island and has been collected from Auckland t o Wellington. 
Material examined: Muriwai, Auckland (O'Connor 21/I/39); 
. . 
Patumahoe, S. Au~kland (01 Connor 25/Xf./ 45); Muretai, Taranaki 
(Hutchinson 2/ IV/1897); Waiaua, Opotiki, Gisborne (Dom. Mus. Coll. 
M 4059); Te Puia, Poverty Bay, Gisborne {Hurley -/I/ 52); Te Pahi, 
Poverty Bay, Gisborne (Hutchinson 25/IV/ 1897); Otoka, Poverty Bay, . 
Fig. 4. Species distribution maps. A, Flammulina 
chiron (Gray); F. sp. n. sp.; ? F. lateaperta 
Dell; Flammoconcha (Delloconcha) . laingi 
(Suter); F. (D. ) viridula n. sp.; B, F. (D.) 
f eredayi (Suter). 
0 Flarnrnulina ch1ron 
~ Flarnrnulina sp <n.sp.) 
• F. <D.l viridula 
(t F. <D.l la ingi 
@ ? Flarnrnulina lat<?ap<?rta 
A 
B 
41. 
Gisborne (Hutchinson 2/ II/ 1898) ; Newstead Bush, Napier, Hawkes 
B ay (Hutchinson l B/X/ 1 898) ; Runanga, Hawkes Bay (A . Clark); 
Taupo, Aue kland (Hutchinson 21 IXI189 9); Ball 1 s Track, Ha wkes 
Bay (Hutchinson Dom. Mus. Coll. M 13288); Jackson I-lead, 
S. Westland (Clirno 19/VII /67). 
Flammulina crebrifla1nrnis (Pfeiffer, 1853) 
Figs. 2, A; 7, C; 1 3, D; Plate 5, B. 
3, p . 81. 
1 8 7 3 Helix (Paryphanta) c rebriflam mis Pfr. ; Hector , Cat. Land 
Moll. N. Z . , p . 1 O. 
18 78 Nanina (Paryphanta) crebriflammis (Pf r .) , Nomenc l. Hel. 
Viv. , p . 35 . 
1 880 Paryphanta crebriflammis (Pfr.): Hutton, Man. N. z. Moll., 
p . 24. 
1 884 Amphidoxa crebrli:lam:-:nis (Pfr. } : Hutton, Trans. N. z. Ins~ . , 
1 6, p . urn. 
1886 _E_l _o _ea_ c_r_e_, 12_~i_fl~rr_1_in_i~ (Pfr.): Tryon, _M_a_n. Conch., (2 ), 1 , p . l :W. 
18 93 Fla~I!!~Eria crebriflammis (Pfr. ) : Hedl ey & Suter, Proc . Linn. 
So<?._. ~-=--§~ W., (2 ), 7, p . 644 . 
42. 
Shell small (diameter up to 7. 0 mrn), umbilicate. thin, finely 
striated, with brown zig -zag bands. Sculpture consisting of close 
inequidistant arcuate growth striae. Colour luteous1 flammulated 
by reddish -brown markings, extending to the umbilicus; p eri ostr acum 
thin and glossy. Spire weakly elevated, convex. its height roughly 
half that of the aperture. ·whorls 3 L rapidly increasing, subdepressed; 
periphe ry na rrowly convex; base convex; protoconch o~ 1-} smooth 
whorls. Suture deeply in1pressed, virtually canalicul ate. Apertur e 
slightly oblique, lunately oval. Columella short, arcuate; inner lip 
reflexed above, and extending as a thin layer over the parietal wall. 
U1nbilicus open (Ul 3. 92-5. 71). 
External animal bluish - grey; lat eral mo.rgins of foot and sole 
bluish -white; low er portion of visceral spire bluish-grey, apical 
whorls brownish. 
Reproductive system characterized by a short ovate p enis with 
an a pical r etractor muscl e; vas deferens inserted into penis subapically 
a short distance from the base of the retractor muscl e; oviduct longer 
than penis, pigmented light grey; spermathecal duct relatively long, 
spermatheca level with tip of albumen gland. 
Radula with the formula 11-1 3 + 7 + 1 + 7 + 11-13; central 
tooth tricuspid, smaller than first lateral tooth, central cusp long, 
reaching base of basal plat e, lateral cusps moderately developed but 
not provided with basal bosses, in outline, the base of the tooth app earin~ 
unicuspid; lateral teeth tricuspid, the inner la teral cusp increasing 
in size outwards; rnarginal teeth at first t r ic uspid with t wo large 
inner cusps, p a rtially fused at base, and a smaller outer cusp; 
outer marginals t ricuspid, o r quadricuspid by splitting of the 0·1ter 
cusp; progressive f usion of cusps i nto on e mass outwards along the 
marginal teeth. 
TY£~maJ~rial: British Museum (Nat. Hist.) 
'.I.Y.2 .. ~.J oc al tty: New Z ealand 
central and southern districts of the North Island, and in th e South 
Island, north of central Cant e rbury. Th e closely related species, 
F. ~~bra (L e Gu.illou, 1842), has a similar North Island distribuiion 
but penetr ates a s far south as t h e subantarctic islands. 
Urnbilical width, the only parameter measured for 
crebriflammis, is r e lat iv e ly constant an1ong South Island specim!:!ns , 
a selection of UI indices belo·N illustrate this point: Wairoa Gorge, 
Nelson 4. 54 -5. 71 , N=G; Mid dle Waipara Gorge, Canterbury ~3 . 92 -4. 71, 
N= 11; Dyer 1 s Pass. Christchurch 4. 62 -5. 55, N=5; Akaroa . Canterbury 
4 . 62 - 5.00, N=2. 
Materi.~J exgm..tried_ : T c Araroa, Gisborn e (D ell 3 0/XI/ 50); Atene, 
Wanganui, Wellington (Dell 28/VUI / 49); Runanga, Hawk es Bay 
(A. Clark); Ohakune, Wellington (Hamilton -/IV I 23 ); Kenepuru, 
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Marlborough (ex. Murdoch Coll.; compared with type in B. M. 
by Dr R. K. Dell); Lee Valley, Nelson (O'Connor); Riwaka, Nelson 
(01 Connor -/I/ 49); Flora Track, Mt Arthur, Nelson (Dell 21 /I/ 48 ); 
Wairoa Gorge, Nelson (Climo 25/XJ./67); Kaikoura, Marlborough 
(Wallace -/ VIU/1 O); Middle \Vaipara Gorge, Canterbury (Clime 
6 /IV I 68 ); Dyer' s Pass, Christchurch (Climo 5/ IV I 67); Upper 
Hurunui River, Canterbury (Johns 20/I V / 62; Climo -/IX/ 68 ); 
Akar oa, Canterbury (Hughson 22/ IV/ 50); Spey River, west shore of 
L ake Manapouri, Southland (Otago Univ. Biol. Soc . 17/II /59 ); Lower 
Hollyford Valley, Otago (Forster 2/ II / 46). 
Flamjnulina perdita (Hutton, 1883) 
Figs. 5; 7, A; 11, C-D; Plate 3, A. 
1883 Amphidoxa perdita Hutton, N. Z. Jour. Sci., 1, p.476. 
1892 Gerontia (Calynina) E!:_~dit§: (Hutt.): Pilsbry, Man. Conch., 
(2), 8, p. 76. 
1 893 Flammulina perdita (Hutt. ): Hedley & Suter, Proc . Linn. So~. 
N. S. W. , (2) .. 7, p. 241. 
Shell small (diameter 5, 8 mm), depressed, perforated, smooth , thin 
and shining, p ellucid. Sculpture weak, consisting of inP.<Juidistant, 
arcuat e growth rid ges, spiral sculpture lac king. Colour pale olive-
horny, rarely with radially orientat ed r eddish streaks. Periostrac um 
thin and shining . Spire broadly convex, height up to thr ee -quarters 
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that of aperture. Whorls 4, rapidlv expanding, rounded; 
~ .. 
periphery narrowly convex; base flatly rounded; protoconch of 
1 i - 1} smooth whorls. Suture deeply impressed. Aperture 
oblique, lunately o vate; out er lip in advance of basal lip. Colurnella 
oblique and a rcuate; inner lip reflexed above, partially covering 
the deep umbilical perforation. Umbilicus narrow, deep (UI 5. 58-9. 0). 
Exposed animal bluish-grey above, sole and lateral margins 
of foot dirty-yellowish; visceral spire and mantle marbled with 
black and white. 
Reproductive system characterized by a thinly ovate penis, 
with terminal retractor muscle and t erminal insertion of vas def er ens; 
p enial sheath loose, vas deferens expanding inside sheath, below 
retractor m uscle; internally expanded part of vas deferens not 
homologous with the external epiphallus of the Endodontinae Suter. 
Radula with the fonnula 10 -11 +6 -8+1 +6 -8+10-11; 
central tooth tricuspid, smaller than first lat er al tooth, central cusp 
long, reaching base of basal plate, lateral cusps obsolete; lateral 
teeth tricuspid, inner lateral cusp increasing in size outwards, outer 
lat eral cusp about the same size along the laterals; marginal teeth 
tricuspid, the two inner cusps the largest, pointing obliquely inwards 
on inner t e eth, mor e vertical on outer teeth; progressive fusion of 
cusps into one mass out along thP. marginals. 
Type material: Canterbury Museum, Christchurch. 
Type locality: Greymouth, N. Westla nd. 
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Di stribution, variation and rema rks: F . 2._erdita is widespread in 
New Zealand and has been r ecorded from Northl and to Stewart I sland. 
It can be obtained readily in most low altitude areas by beating the 
soft ferns which grow in moist, dark areas. 
Umbilical width is cons iderably variable within ::tnd between 
localiti es. A selection of UI indices are gi ven bel ow : Coronation 
Reserve, V/hangarei 7. 61, N= l ; Waiopehu .Reserve., L evin 7, 67, N= l; 
Farewell Spit, Nelson., 9. 00, N=l; Gorge Creek., T akaka, Nelson 
5. 58-6. 8 7, N = 2; Wairoa Gorge, Nelson 5. 70 -6 . 77, N= 2; Dyer ' s 
Pass, Christchurch 5. 60-9 . 00, N=7; Kaituna Valley, Banks P enins ula 
6 . 55-9. 66, N=6; Halfmoon Bay, Stewart Island 5. 70-7. 66, N =4. 
Th e variability of the UI index i s magnified by variation in the degree 
of reflexion of the inn e r lip which partially covers the umbilicus. 
In a n earlier paper I (Climo, l 969a) Tnisinterpreted the 
thickened vas deferens w ithin th e penial sheath as an epiphallus and 
excluded perdita from the Flammulinjnae. 
Material examined: ;f. 2._.e rdita has been examined from 2 1 l ocalit i es 
in New Zealand, including: Hen Is land (O'Connor Coll.) ; Mayor 
Island (Dom . Mus. Coll. -/III/ 21); Motutaiko Island, Lake Tau po 
(O'Connor 1951); Kapiti Island (D ell 28/VIII/ 47); Pukeokaoka I s lanrl, 
Stewart I sland (Johns 9/VIII/64). 
Fig. 5 Dist ribution of Flammulina perdita (Hutton) 
DISTRIBUTION OF FLAMMULINA PERDITA (HUTTON) 
Flammulina zebr~ (Le Guillou, 1842 ) 
Figs. 2, B; 7, D; 13, E; Plate 5, C. 
1842 Vitrina zebra Le Guillou, Rev. Zool., 5, p . 1 36. 
184? Helix zebra (Le Guill.), ~at. ?ulm. Brit. Mus •• p. 70. 
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1849 Helix EE_lo.f{9_p);ora P f eiffer, Pr_oc. Zool. Soc . Lond., p.127, 
1852 Helix flaQl:-:nigeria_ Pfeiffer, Proc . Zool. Soc. 1.Qng .• p. 147. 
1854 Helix m.~ltilimbata Hombron & Jacquinot, Voy_. Pole Sud, 
Zool., 5, p. 1 6. 
1873 Helix (Par.;wha_!?ta) phlogophora (Pfr.): Hector, Cat. Land 
Mol!. N_. Z . , p. 4. 
1878 Nanina (Paryphanta) phlogo_.2!iora (Pfr.); Nomencl. Hel. Viv! , 
p. 35. 
1880 Paryphanta ~ls>_gpphora (Pfr.): Hutton, Man. N. Z. ~.oll., p. 22 . 
18 93 Flammulina ze_bra (L e Guill. ) : Hedley & Suter, Proc. L!_nn. ~Q.<2_. 
N. S. \V., (2), 7, p. 643 . 
1913 F lamJ!2!:!Una phlogo_p_l1_9_r a (Pfr.): Suter, Man. N. Z. Moll., p. 680. 
1 915 Flammulina ~ebra (L e Guill. ) : Iredale, _Tr~ns . N. ~-· Inst., 
4 7, p. 480. 
Sh ell small (diameter up to 7. 0 mm), imperforate or very narrowly 
perforate, thin, shining, p ellucid, with brown z ig - zags. Sculpture 
consisting of fine arcuate and retractive growth line~ only. Colour 
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yellowish -white, with angular flame-like markings and rufous 
serra tions, closely set together. Spi r e weakl y convex, about 
two -fifth s height of a p erture. Whorl s ~i L convex, rapi dly increasing, 
shell depr essed in outline; hase flat ly convex, impressed i n middle; 
p r otoconch of 1·} smooth whorl s . Suture deep, vir tually canaliculate. 
Ape rture oblique, rotundl y ovat e . Colum ella nearly vertical, arcuate; 
inner lip s t rongly reflexed, usually totally covering the narrow perforation. 
Exposed animal b l uish - grey, sole and l ateral margin of foot 
variabl e in colour, whitish, through yellow to bright orange. 
Reproduct i ve system characteri zed by a short ovate penis with 
terminal retractor muscle, into whi ch the vas deferens is inserted; 
fr ee oviduct shor ter than penis . 
Radula with the formula 1 3 -1 5 + 7 -8 + 1 +7 - 8 + 13 - 15; 
central tooth tricusptd, slightly smaller than first lateral t ooth, 
central cusp long, reaching base or basal plate, lateral cusps weak; 
lateral teeth tricuspid, the inner laH~ral cusp becom.ing larger outwards; 
marginal teeth tricuspid, c entral cusp the longest, cusps becoming; 
p r ogressivel y more fused out along the marginal teeth. 
fype mrrt~rial : British M Jseum (Nat. Hist.) 
TY£~J._95..?l!.tr: Aue kl and I s lands 
Di_stributio..!l..i._ V9;ri_a_li2!L<.!..ll.Uem~r~.§: The spec i es is widespread in 
the North I s l and, sout h of the Wai kato Plains and is common in most 
areas of South and St ewa r t I slands. f . zeb:r_~ has onl y heen recorded 
from the Auckland I s l ands, of the New Zealand subantarctic islands. 
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Specimens of zebr_~ examined from many South Island 
localities were not imperf orate, there being a minute perforation 
where the reflected inner lip had not quite sealed over the cavity. 
I have described (Climo, 1969b) a new Cercaria from 
Ph~~!JSSa fulminat~ (Hutton, 1883). Infected snails were collected 
from Codfish Island, Stewart Island. A specimen of F . zebra has 
- ---·-
recently been dissected by the writer frorn ~he sam.e locality. It 
too was infected by the same organism. In this case, however, 
only metacercaria were present in the viscera of the snail, occurring 
in the same organ (th e kidney) as in P . fuJIJli_pata,. There were no 
sporocysts in the apical whorls but there were cavities in the posterior 
gut gl and marking previous sites of sporocyst infection. 
Material examined: F . ?-_~br~ has been examined from 30 localities. 
Figs. 4, A; 8, E; 12, C-E; Table 1. 
In an earlier discussion (p. ZO ), it was mentioned that the 
Stewart Island record oE Fl<!.121..!.'TIO~Onfh§. f~.r_~_cgyj (Suter) probably 
ref erred to an undesc ribed flammulininid encloclontid sna il. 
The only specimen of this new species available to the writer, 
from Ferny Gully, Halfmo8n Bay·, Stewart I s land, was complet ely 
destroyed during dissection. Enough anatomical information was 
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obtained to place it with certainty in th e Flam·nulininae, but in th e 
abs ence of a type specim:~n no formal na.mP. is proposed at this stage. 
Shell small (diameter 4. 1 mm), depressed .. radially ribbed, horny 
brown in colour, imperf orate. Sculpture consistin~ of c los e , 
membranous, arcuate radial riblet s becorni.ng obsolete on base; 
interstices with a dense pattern of diagona l reticulating microscopic 
striae. Whorls 2t, rapidly expanding, body whorl gr eatly inflated; 
protoconch of 1 ~ strongly spirally striate whorls. 
Exposed anim:il greyish-black. 
R eproduc-tive system characteri zed by a short ovate peni s 
with terminal insertions of vas defe r ens and r etractor m 11scle, the 
vas d efer ens entering into the hase of the ret r actor ffi ?1scle; a.trium 
short ; vagina :.i.bout. half l ength of p eni s; free oviduct longer than penis. 
Ha dula with the form1tla ?.0 + 5 + 1 + 5 + 20; c e ntral tooth 
tricuspid, cent ral cusp long, .reaching low er edge of ba ~;al plat e, 
lat era.l cusps moderately devel o p ed, sharp; lateral teeth relatively 
few in number, tricuspid, i nner lateral cusp rapidly increasing in 
size outwards; inn e r rnarginal teeth essentially bicuspid, with t wo 
. 
very long inner c us ps, pointing obliquely inwards, and a 1ninute out er< 
cusp; outer marg inal teeth tricuspid, all cusps large but the out er mo8t 
t h e smallest of the three. 
Remarks : Th e species is regarded here as distinct from 
? fl~m~rntJ.1.U..1a lateap~rta Dell, 1 955 because of itt; s trongly spirally 
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striate protoconch, different radular structure and stronger 
developm ent of radial riblets. This flammulininid snail displays 
the same strong diagonal reticulating striae shown by Flammoconcha 
s. str. (Endodontinae Suter). 
Material examined: F e rny Gully, Halfmoon Bay, Stewart I sland 
(Cresswell 21/I/68. One specimen) . 
K ey to New Zeal and species of F lammulina Mart ens, 1873 
1. Shell strongly flammulated by r eddish - brown 
mar kings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Shell not stron gly flammulat ed by reddish-brown 
markings . . . • . . . . . . • • . • . . . 
2. Shell minut ely p e rforate or imp erforate . . z ebr a 
2 
3 
Shell umbilicat e •.......•.•. c r ebriflammis 
3. Sh ell with m e mbranous r a dia l riblets 4 
Sh ell lacking r a dia l ribiets 5 
4. Shell with sparse radial ribl et s ; protoconch 
smooth; umbilicat e c h iron 
Shell with num e rous r adial r ibl et s; prot oc onc h 
strongly spirally st riate; imp erf orate n . s p. (Stewart I d) 
5. Sh ell smooth, a part from ineq uidis t a nt ;i r cuate, radial 
growt h ridges; col ou r pa le olive - horny , occasionally 
wit h ,,·eak r eddi sh radial streaks; p rotoconch smooth; 
na rrO\\·ly umbilica t e ..... . . p<: rdita 
Fig. 6 New Zealand species of Flammulina Martens. 
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MORPHOLOGICAL 
RE LAT IONSHIPS IN 
NEW ZEALAND SPECIES OF 
FLAMMULINA MARTENS 
INCERTAE SEDIS 
? F lammulina alpina Suter, 1904 
Figs. 9, H-I; 1 2, F . 
5 ~ . 
1 891 Amphidoxa cornco -ful va (Pf r.): Suter, Trans. N. Z . Inst ., 24, 
p . 287; not of Pf eiffer. 
1893 Flamrnulina corneo - fulva (Pfr .): Hedley & Suter, Proc . Linn. 
Soc . N. S. W., (2), 7, p . 644; not 
of Pfeiff er. 
1 904 Flammulina alpina Suter, Index Faunac Novae - Z ealandiae. p. 62 . 
Shell relatively l arge (diameter 8 . 0 mm), suborbicular, umbilicate, 
smooth, shining, p ellucid, of 4~ whorl s . Radula with the formula 
1 40 x 1 7 + 1 6 + 1 + 16 + 1 7; marginal teeth iricuspid, the central 
cusp th e s t rongest. 
Typ e m aterial : H ol otype in Dominion Museum, Wellington. 
Typ e locality : Head of Staircase Creek, 5, 300 feet altitude, on 
Nerger Range, Canterbury, in s lush of s now, hundreds 
together (G. F . Roberts); March, 1 88-l. (''Staircase 
Creek" should read Stair case Gully; "Nerger Range' ', 
T o rlesse Range). 
R emarks : Suter' s label with the unique holotype indicates that the 
Nerger Range is inland from Springfield, Canterbury; G. F . Rober t s 1 s 
l abel without doubt referred to the Tor l esse Rnnge. Suter (1 892, p . 28 7) 
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further confirms this view when he states that the two specimens 
he rec eived came from a p erson living in Christchurch. "Staircase 
Creek" (of Roberts) must ref er to Staircase Gully which drains north 
(the stream has no official name) along the eastern flank of the 
Torlesse Range into the Waimakariri River. 
Suter (1892) mentioned that ? F. alpina was identical in shell 
characteristics with Oxychilus cellarius (Mueller) (=corneo-fulva 
Pfeiffer), an introduced snail. In v i ew of these striking similarities 
one tends to the opinion that the broken specimen of alpina from which 
Suter mounted the radula was a different speci es from that of the 
holotype. It seems likely that a lpina, like corneo-fulva, is also a 
synonym of O. c ellarius. 
If the altitude of the type locality is correct, then alpina must 
be living in scree barrens, all continuous vegetation ceasing above 
5, 000 on the T orlesse Range. 
? Flammulina cornea (Hutton, 1883) 
Figs. 2, B; 11, F-G. 
1883 Amphidoxa cornea Hutton, Trans. N. Z . Inst., 15, p . 136. 
1893 Gerontia (Calymna) cornea (Hutt.): Pilsbry, Man. Conch. , 
(2), 8, p. 75. 
1 893 Flammulina cornea (Hutt.): Hedley & Suter, Proc . Linn. Soc . 
-- -- --
N. S. W., (2) , 7, p . 643. 
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Sute r (1 913, p . 675) stat ed that t h e sp ecies i s v e r y c los ely 
a lli ed to .f. compressivoluta (Reev e) " ... but the whorls a re more 
convex, the sutur e is not false-margined and crenulated, and the 
shell is smaller; t here is also no trace of spi ral striation". 
Typ e material : Canterbury Museum, Christchurch. 
Typ e locality : Auckland 
Remarks: Th e r e seems little doubt that cornea is an endodontinid 
snail clos ely r elated to c ompressivoluta but having examine d only the 
typ e material and having no knowledge of t h e s o ft-part anatomy of the 
species, it i s inc luded in thi s inc erta e sedis section of the pape r . 
? F lammulina lateap erta De ll, 1955 
Fig. 4, A; Pla te 1, D. 
1 955 F lammulina lateap e rta Dell, Trans. !j.. Soc. N. Z . , 82, (5), 
p . 11 40. 
Shell small (diameter 4. 1 mm), thin, yellow i sh-gold, delicately 
radially costate, imp erforate. Rad ula with the formula 18 + 8 + 1 + 8 + 18 
(see Dell, 1955 for c omplet e diagnosis) . 
Dis tribution and r em a rks : Th e sp ecies is r estricted to the south-w est 
of th e South I s l and. I h a ve examined th e hol otype (Caswell Sound 
D ell 13 /III/ 49) a nd th e Puysegur Point spec imen (O ' Connor -/VII/ 40). 
Th e Puysegur Point s p ecimen lids a mor e disiinc i i ve sculpl u re than 
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"growth wrinkles" (Dell, 1 955), being ornamented by sharp, 
arcuate radial riblets . The riblets, however, have been worn off 
in places on this specimen and in such places appear to be growth 
wrinkles. The relatively large protoconch of the Puysegur Point 
specimen indicates that it is a juvenile. This juvenile specimen of 
? F . lateaperta i s very similar in shell form to adults of Flammoconcha 
feredayi (Suter), the two being distinguished by the greater number of 
whorls and relatively smaller protoconch in feredayi . 
The holotype of lateaperta has no arcuate riblets but it does 
show regular, arcuate growth wrinkles. It seems likely that 
originally there were very thin, membranous riblets projecting from 
these wrinkles in the holotype. In the field, during collecting or in 
storage, these fragile riblets have been subsequently lost. The onl y 
specimen of Flammoconcha olivacea (Suter) which I could locate in 
the Dominion Museum (Kaima i Range, Auckland. 0 1 Connor Coll. ) 
had the riblets completel y worn off; there being only the basal growth 
wrinkle portions of them remaining. The live specimen of 
F . cumberi (Powell) examined in this study a l so had nearly all of the 
raised ribl ets worn off. 
DISCUSSION. The distinction between Flammulina Martens and 
Flammoconcha Dell, strongly evident in reproductive morphology, can 
be support ed by small differences in the structure of the marginal 
teeth of the radula between both genera. In Flammulina, the marginal 
teeth are essentially tricuspid and towards the end of the marginal 
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series the fused cusps present a fairly symmetrical outlin e, the 
t wo lateral cusps nearly equally developed. Fusion of the cusps is 
not evident to the same extent in the new species informally 
introduced from Stewart Is land; the marginal teeth1 however, are 
t ricuspid. Flammoconcha, on the other hand, has asymmetrical 
marginal teeth, the two inner cusps always distinctly larger than 
the outer cusp/ s (when present). There is a l so a tendency for the 
marginal teeth of F lammoconcha to become multicuspid, at least 
four cusps usually evident. The radula of F . laingi has been strongly 
modified but on shell and reproductive morphology the species shows 
strong affinities with the other large species of F l ammoconcha 
(more so than with Thalassohelix P ilsbry, 1892). Rather than create 
a new taxon for this anomalous species it is classifi ed within 
Flammoconcha Dell. F . compressivoluta has marginal teeth which 
can b e int e rpreted as intermediate between the conditions shown by 
laingi and the other species of Flammoconcha. 
The generic shell features of Gerontia Hutton, 1883, Suteria 
P ilsbry, 1892 and Therasiella Powell, 1948 are so distinct from other 
New Zealand endodontinids that I have had to use minor shell 
character s for purposes of showing interrelationships between these 
and other endodontinid genera. Both Gerontia and Therasiella have 
membranous riblets and no reticulating lirae in the interradial spaces, 
showing possible affinities with Flammoconcha D ell. Suteria, on the 
other hand, l1as heavy, calcareous-based r iblets and weak 
developm ent of reticulating spiral lirae in the int e rradial s paces, 
showing possible affiniti es with the charopid compl ex. 
Although Charopa (Egest ula) a nd an occasional species i n 
oth er charopid subgenera ha ve no reticulating lirae, in view of 
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their other c haropid features (as opposed to the characteristic shell 
forms of Therasi ella and Gerontia) they are retained in the charopid 
arm of th e basic e ndodontinid dichotomy. The absenc e of a 
reticulating microsculpture in th e above species is int erpr et ed as a 
secondary developm e nt, whereas the sculpt ure s of Gerontia and 
Therasiella di s p lay the ancestral feat ures of th e Flammoconcha complex. 
Illustrations of morphological r elationships ar c vuln er abl e , 
in that oth er workers, using the same g roups of characters, may 
construct "trees" differing ma rkedly i n their basic die hotomies. 
However tentative, it is thought to be more informative to illustrat e 
my inter pretation of generic relationships within New Zealand members 
of the Endodontinac Suter, than to list genera and subgenera in 
monograph form only. Such diagrams are useful s ummu.ri es of 
information. Th ey are, however, not nec essarily phyl etic, although 
as near phylogenies as lack of comprehensive fossil material will allow. 
G erontia Hutton, Suteria Pilsbry and Therasiella Pow ell 
will be reviewed in the following pap er i n t his series. 
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN FIGS. 9 - 1 3 
a ., atrium; a. g., albumen gland; ep. , epiphallus; 
g. , gonad; h . d. , hermaphroditic duct; o v. , oviduct; 
p. , penis; p. g. , prostatic gland; p. o. , pulmonary opening; 
p . r . m . , penis retractor muscle; sp., spermatheca; 
sp. d., spermathecal duct; t., talon; u., uterus; 
v., vagina; v. d. , vas deferens. 
Table 1. Shell Variation Data. For species indicated 
iJi ftfble. IMP, imperf orate. 
. .. 
Table 1 Shell var1at1on Data 
Local1 ty N RI HI UI P.Wh. 
Flammoc~ha f eredayi 
Chateau To ngar1ro, 
Nor~p Island l 15. 5 1.42 IWP 
ICowa1 Bush. 
Canterbury 
Cas s, 
Ca.n t er bury 
.A. sh l ey Gorge, 
Cant erbury 
Art hur 1 s Pas s , 
Canterbury 
Karamea, 
Ne lson 
Ca. as, 
Canterbury 
Lake Waka t i pu, 
Ota go 
Hoo ker Va l l ey, 
Cante rbury 
4 17.9- 1.56- IMP 
2 1. 8 l. 58 
3 16. 9- 1.40- IMP 
20.0 1.60 
Fl a mrnoconcha vlrldu l a n.ep. 
1 L4 . 6 1. 53 IMP 
1 11.5 1.50 IMP 
l 13. 7 1. oO IWP 
Flamrnoconcha alb1na n.sp . 
1 8. 5 1. G4 IMP 
Flammo co ncha glac1alls 
1 56 .3 
4 46 _9_ 
s5. 3 
1 . 77 IMP 
·1 • 5 0- I}il P l i--1 ~ 
1. 7 4 . 
B. Wh. I-'NW 
3¢ 
3 
3 
3 
2 
43.0 
42.0-
50.0 
J(' . 0 -
50. o 
38.0 
28.0 
29. 0 
18.o 
90.0 
114.0-
133. 0 
Flammu 11 na sp . (n .ap. S t e wart Isl&nd ) 
Ferny Gu l ly, 
Ha l fm oon Bay 
1 1 5 . 1 1 . 90 IMP l~ 3 50. 0 
Fig. 7. Radula morphology of: A, Flammulina p erdita 
(Hutton), Pukeokaoka Island, Stewart Island; 
B, F. chiron (Gray), Jackson Head, S. 
Westland; C, F. crebriflammis (Pfeiffer), 
Wairoa Gorge, Nelson; D, F. zebra 
(Le Guillou) Middle Waipara Gorge, Canterbury; 
E, Flammoconcha olivacea (Suter), Mangamuka 
Gorge, Northland; F, F. cumberi (Powell), 
Gouland Downs, Nelson; G, F. stewartensis 
Dell, Ferny Gully, Halfmoon Bay, Stewart 
Island. 
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Fig. 8. Radula morphology of: A, Flammoconcha 
albina n. sp., Cass River, Canterbury; 
B, F. glacialis (Suter), Hooker Valley, 
Canterbury; C, F. feredayi (Suter), Kowai 
Bush, Canterbury; D, F. viridula n. sp., 
Ashley Gorge, Canterbury; E, Flammulina 
n. sp., Ferny Gully, Halfmoon Bay, Stewart 
Island; F, Flammoconcha laingi (Suter), 
Bluecliffs, Southland; G, Protoflammulina 
johnsi n. gen. & n. sp. , Snares Islands. 
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Fig. 9. A, reproductive system Flammoconcha feredayi 
(Suter), Kowai Bush, Canterbury; B - D, 
terminal reproductive structures of: . B, 
F. feredayi, Chateau Tongariro; C, F. viridula 
n. sp., Ashley Gorge, Canterbury; D, 
F. glacialis (Suter), Hooker Valley, Canterbury; 
E, animal of F. stewartensis Dell (after Dell, 
1952); F & G, shell of F. cumberi (Powell), 
j uvenile specimen from Gouland Downs, Nelson 
(traced from photographs); H & I, shell ? F. 
~pina Suter 
a.g. p.r.rn. 
p.r.m. 
a. 
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Scale 0·5mm 
Fig. 1 o. A , habit diagram of Flammoconcha a lbina 
n. sp., Cass River, Canterbury; B - -E, 
terminal reproductive structures of F. albina, 
F. stewartensis Dell, F. cumberi (Powell) and 
Laoma sorenseni (Powell), respectively. 
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Fig. 11. A - B, Flammoconcha laingi (Suter), Bluecliff s, 
Southland. A, reproductive system; B, 
dissected penis; C - D, terminal reproductive 
structures of Flammulina perdita (Hutton), 
from Pukeokaoka Island, Stewart Island and 
Farewell Spit, respectively; E, reproductive 
system of Flammoconcha~ olivacea (Suter), 
Mangamuka Gorge, Northland; f • G, shell 
?].cornea CHuttonJ latter Sutiar,1915 J 
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Fig. 12. A - B, showing the dimorphism in reproductive 
morphology in Protoflammulina johns~ n. gen. 
& n. sp. • Snares Islands; C - E. Flammulina 
sp. n. sp., Ferny Gully, Halfmoon Bay, Stewart 
Island; c. microsculpture of shell; D, 
reproductive system; E, reconstructed diagram 
of shell from squashed specime~ f, radula 
? f. alpina Suter C from Suter, 18911 
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Fig. 13. A - B, shell of Flammoconcha marstoni n. sp. 
Holotype, Mt Greenland, N. Westland; 
C, protoconch of F . jacquenetta (Hutton); 
D - E, terminal reproductive structures of 
Flammulina crebriflammis (Pfeiffer) and 
F. zebra (Le Guillou), respectively; F, habit 
drawing of Flammoconcha cumberi (Powell), 
Gouland Downs, Nelson. 
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Plate 1. A, Flammoconcha (Delloconcha) viridula n. sp. 
Holotype. Arthur's Pass, Canterbury. 
2. 7 x 1. 8 mm; B, F. (D.) feredayi (Suter), 
Kowai Bush, Canterbury. 3. 0 x 1. 9 mm; 
C, F. (D.) glacialis (Suter), Hooker Valley, 
Canterbury. 3. 3 x 1. 9 mm; D, ? Flammulina 
lateaperta Dell, Puysegur Point, Southland. 
3. 3 x 1. 8 mm. 

Plate 2. A, Flammoconcha (Delloconcha) jacguenetta 
(Hutton), Oparara, Nelson. 8. 0 x 3. 1 mm; 
B, F. (D.) compressivoluta (Reeve), 
Wainuiomata Hill, Wellington. 9. 0 x 3. 2 mm; 
C, F. (D.) laingi (Suter), Bluecliffs, 
Southland. 14. 5 x 9. 5 mm. 

Plate 3. A, Flammulina perdita (Hutton), Farewell 
Spit, Nels on. 5. 3 x 4. 2 mm; B, Laoma 
sorenseni (Powell), Campbell Island. 
2. 7 x 1. 2 mm; C, Flammoconcha (Delloconcha) 
olivacea (Suter), Kaima Range, Auckland. 
4. 8 x 3. 2 mm. 

Plate 4. Protoflammulina johnsi n. gen. & n. sp. 
Paratype. Snares Islands. 9. 3 x 4. 2 mm. 

Plate 5. A, Flammulina chiron (Gray), Jackson Head, 
S. Westland. 6. 0 x 3. 0 mm; B, F. 
crebriflammis (Pfeiffer), Wairoa Gorge, Nelson. 
5. 5 x 3. 5 mm; C, F. zebra (Le Guillou), 
Dyer's Pass, Christchurch. 6. 2 x 3. 5 mm. 

